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The Look And Learn Series
(6 x 30)
The award-winning interactive adventures in learning series for Ages 3-7.
Alphabet Soup: Learn The Letters – Meet Professor Wise Old Owl as he takes us to the Letter Laboratory to
cook up all the letters of the alphabet into a steaming giant bowl of Alphabet Soup. A lively sing-a-long, "The
Alphabet Song," uses flying pictures and flipping words to help reinforce and retain this new knowledge.
Soup Stories: How Letters Become Words - Children learn over 200 new words while enjoying six
entertaining new stories told by our friend Professor Wise Old Owl. The road to developing excellent reading
skills continues with these heart-warming special Look and Learn Soup Stories, designed to teach word
recognition, enhance vocabulary and reinforce positive values.
Hello Numbers: Learn To Count - Agent 07734 (upside down, that's HELLO) from ANNNND (America's
Necessary Numbers and Needed Numerals Department) makes learning numbers easy and fun. With interactive
games, songs and count-a-longs, Hello Numbers teaches his Video Pal to count from 1 to 10, and by 10s to 100.
“Superior in conveying true mathematical concepts rather than merely teaching counting by repetition." –
Video Rating Guide For Libraries
It’s A Plus: Learn To Add – Learn to add with Agent 07734, the little robot programmed to make numbers fun
for everyone. Turn his number upside down and read his name ...HELLO. Filled with song and rhymes, an
added bonus is learning to use the Hello Numbers Add-A-Long Machine (a calculator). Sing about the PLUS
sign, watch the EQUAL sign dance, and learn to add. It's a truly interactive Add-A-Long Adventure in
Learning.
Bear Dreams: Learn To Read - Learn to read and play word recognition games with Kool Kat, as he reads
two tales about the lovable Barefoot Bear and his friends. In one story, Barefoot Bear dreams about taking a trip
to the moon where he learns an important lesson about friendship and life. In another, he dreams that he's done a
good deed when he saves a Princess from a terrible dragon. After each story, Kool Kat re-reads it at a slow
Read-A-Long pace. Designed to reinforce word recognition, the story words appear at the bottom of the screen
and change color as Kool Kat reads.
Bear Friends: Learn To Read - Kool Kat teaches his Pal to read and improve word recognition skills with
more stories about Barefoot Bear and his friends. First, Barefoot Bear discovers that the ice cream factory is on
fire. Saving the day, Barefoot puts out the fire and gets a sweet reward. In the next story, Barefoot plays
baseball, hitting a home run to win the big game! These stories emphasize friendship and self-esteem, as well as
encouraging positive character development. After each story, Kool Kat re-reads it at a slow Read-A-Long
pace. To reinforce reading skills, the story words appear at the bottom of the screen and change color, as Kool
Kat reads.
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